CONSULTATION INFORMATION PACK
Application for authorisations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA)

Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd ‐ Flinders Project
Applicant:

Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd

Application Type:

Authorisations under sections 21 and 23 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act
1988 (SA)

Application Areas:

Two separate exploration zones within Exploration Licence 6362, located
within Partacoona Station in the Flinders Ranges, approximately 26 km
west of Hawker.

Proposed Activities: Mineral exploration activities including exploration drilling; geophysical
surveys; soil and rock chip sampling; geological mapping; creation of drill
pads and access tracks; maintenance and modification of existing drill
pads and access tracks; installation of sumps; vegetation clearing; and
rehabilitation works.

Figure 1 ‐ View across the Application Areas (image courtesy of AAR)
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INTRODUCTION
The Premier of South Australia, who is responsible for the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA)
(Act), has received an application for authorisations under sections 21 and 23 of the Act from
Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd (Applicant). The Applicant has sought the authorisations to help
enable it to undertake mineral exploration, and associated activities, on pastoral land
approximately 26 km west of Hawker in the Flinders Ranges (Figure 1). The Applicant proposes
to carry out its Flinders Project (hereafter, the Project), over two distinct exploration zones,
known as the Jenkins Project Area and the Woolshed Project Area (together, the Application
Areas), both of which are located within Exploration Licence (EL) 6362.
A map showing the Application Areas is bounded in blue and yellow is at Figure 2 and
Attachment 1. The proposed mineral exploration activities associated with the Project include
exploration drilling; geophysical surveys; soil and rock chip sampling; geological mapping;
creation of drill pads and access tracks; maintenance and modification of existing drill pads and
access tracks; installation of sumps; vegetation clearing (where possible, not including trees);
and rehabilitation works.
The Applicant has sought authorisations under the following sections of the Act:


section 21 ‐ to authorise the excavation of land for the purpose of uncovering any
Aboriginal site, object or remains (Aboriginal heritage)



section 23 ‐ to authorise potential damage, disturbance and/or interference with
Aboriginal heritage that may occur because of the proposed activities.

The Act makes it an offence to excavate land for the purpose of uncovering sites objects and to
damage, disturb or interfere with Aboriginal heritage without authorisation from the Premier.
Authorisation under section 23 is sought to protect the Applicant, and all other parties
associated with the Project, from prosecution under the Act for any potential damage,
disturbance or interference that may occur to Aboriginal heritage as a result of the Project. The
Applicant advises that the section 21 application is ancillary to its section 23 application. The
section 21 authorisation is sought pre‐emptively in case excavation of Aboriginal heritage occurs
accidentally, and to allow the extent of a potential discovery to be determined in consultation
with Traditional Owners. Nonetheless, the Applicant advises it intends to avoid the intentional
excavation of land to uncover Aboriginal heritage.
Prior to considering whether to grant any authorisations under the Act, section 13 requires the
Premier to understand and consider the views of a range of interested Aboriginal parties.
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) conducts section 13 consultations on the Premier’s
behalf, seeking the views of Traditional Owners, the State Aboriginal Heritage Committee
(Committee) and other interested Aboriginal parties.
Please note that some of the information in this document has been provided by the
Applicant and adopted by AAR.
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Figure 2 ‐ AAR Application Areas map ‐ also included at Attachment 1 (provided by AAR)
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APPLICATION AREAS
The Application Areas are in the Flinders Ranges, approximately 26 km due west of Hawker and
80 km north of Port Augusta. The Application Areas are two distinct exploration zones, the
Jenkins Project Area and the Woolshed Project Area.
The Jenkins Project Area measures approximately 16.28 km2 – maps are at Figure 2 and
Attachment 2. The Woolshed Project Area comprises of approximately 2.59 km2 of land. It is
shown in Figure 2 and Attachment 3. In total, the Application Areas measure approximately
18.88 km2 in total.
The Applicant advises that the Application Areas have been subject to extensive historic
commercial and industrial activity, including historic mining and water boring; mineral
exploration; and extensive industrial and pastoral activity. The Applicant advises that open cut
mining operations were conducted in the Woolshed Project Area during the 1960s. The
Application Areas contain public roads; industrial infrastructure including a substation, gas plant
and pipelines; telecommunication, electrical and pastoral infrastructure including dams, tracks,
fences, tanks and water bores; rock quarries; rubbish dumps; historic pastoral ruins; and rail
infrastructure.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Applicant is a South Australian mineral exploration company specialising in the discovery
and development of base and precious metal deposits, such as copper, gold and silver. The
Applicant advises that in May 2021, Taruga Minerals Limited (Taruga) acquired it, and as a
result, the Applicant is now a wholly owned subsidiary of Taruga.
The Applicant proposes to undertake mineral exploration activities within the Application Areas.
The aim of the Project is to determine whether there is potential for economically viable mineral
deposits with the focus being on base and precious metals. If an economically viable discovery
was made, the Applicant would seek to commence resource definition and feasibility studies
thereafter. However, development of a mine is not covered by this application. Separate
processes under the Mining Act 1978 (SA) (Mining Act), and a further section 23 authorisation
under the Act, would be required before a mine could commence.
The Woolshed and Jenkins Project Areas are considered by the Applicant to have significant
potential to host base and precious metal mineralisation. The Applicant advises that the
Application Areas are close to Hawker and Port Augusta, and so are more accessible to local
workforces than operating mines such as Olympic Dam and Carrapateena. Further, the
Application Areas also contain a significant amount of existing infrastructure. Therefore, the
Applicant considers that a mineral discovery within the Application Areas would have the
potential to generate economic stimulus and jobs for the local community.
The Applicant advises that between May and October 2020, it conducted exploration
activities within the Application Areas under an approved exploration license EL 6362. The
Applicant advises that this work included mineral exploration drilling, drill pad and access
track creation, as approved under an Exploration Program for Environment Protection and
Rehabilitation (E‐PEPR).
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Following an Aboriginal heritage survey with representatives of Viliwarinha Yura Aboriginal
Corporation (VYAC) in December 2020, the Applicant placed further exploration works within
the Application Areas on temporary hold at VYAC’s request.
The Applicant advises that the lifespan of the Project is expected to be between 6 months
and 2 years in duration, depending on the Project’s initial exploration results. However, the
Project could be extended indefinitely in the event of an economically viable mineral
discovery.

PROJECT DETAILS
The Project would involve a range of ground‐disturbing works outlined below.
Exploration drilling
The Applicant proposes to undertake the following mineral exploration drilling activities within
the Application Areas: auger drilling (or ‘auguring’); air core drilling (AC); reverse circulation
drilling (RC); and diamond core drilling.
The Applicant proposes to conduct the Project over two stages:


Stage 1 – the Applicant intends to drill up to 150 auger holes and 60 drill holes (diamond,
RC and AC) throughout the Application Areas



Stage 2 ‐ the Applicant may conduct up to a further 500 auger holes and 350 drill holes
(diamond, RC and AC) throughout the Application Areas over the life of the Project,
depending on the results of Stage 1.

The Applicant seeks authorisation under the Act in relation to Stages 1 and 2. Stage 1 would
involve drilling a total of 210 holes, which would be made up of 150 auger and a combination of
60 drill holes comprising of any combination of AC, RC or diamond. Stage 2 would involve drilling
a total of 850 holes, which would be made up of 500 auger holes and a combination of 350 AC,
RC or diamond core drill holes, to be determined by the Applicant. The total amount of drill
holes proposed by the Applicant for the entirety of the Project is 1,060.
Each of the key drilling activities proposed by the Applicant are described below
Auger drilling
The Applicant advises that auger drilling is a low impact method that involves boring holes into
the ground using a round spiral drill bit, which is similar to a cork screw (see Figure 3). It is used
to transfer materials (the ‘cuttings’) from beneath the ground, to the surface. The Applicant
advises that auger drilling is only capable of drilling depths typically less than 15 m and only
through soil, sand, or loose rock.
The Applicant advises that auger drilling does not require pad preparation or land/vegetation
clearing. The Applicant advises it would primarily conduct auger drilling in flat to mildly
undulating areas that are typically sparsely vegetated and used for grazing purposes. The
average spacing between auger holes would vary between 25 m and 100 m, but that spacing
would ultimately be determined based on mineral exploration results and best practice field
techniques.
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The Applicant is proposing to drill 150 (typically 4‐5 m deep) auger holes in Stage 1 and if the
results are positive, additional auger holes may be drilled across the Application Areas, up to a
maximum of 650 holes (Stage 2). The Applicant proposes to conduct the auger drilling program
using a trailer‐mounted ‘GEMCO HS7’ auger machine, as at Figure 4. This drill machine has a
maximum depth of 11 m; however, due to likely ground conditions within the Application Areas,
the average depth would be closer to 4‐5 m. The Applicant advises it would hire this equipment
from Outback Mining Services (OMS), an Aboriginal‐owned local business.
The Applicant advises that all auger holes would be backfilled to the original ground surface
level upon completion. The Applicant advises that following a rain event, auger holes should
become close to undetectable. The Applicant’s proposed rehabilitation methodology is outlined
below.
Figure 3 ‐ Shallow auger hole and sample pile (courtesy of the Applicant)

Figure 4 ‐ Trailer mounted GEMCO HS7 auger drill in operation (courtesy of the Applicant)
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Mineral exploration drilling methods
In addition to the auger drilling detailed above, the Applicant proposes to undertake three other
mineral exploration drilling methods: AC, RC and diamond core drilling. The Applicant proposes
to drill a maximum of 410 AC, RC and diamond core drill holes across the entire Application
Areas. The Applicant advises that it might drill more or fewer holes using a specific drilling
method, depending on initial exploration results. However, the Applicant confirms that the
maximum number of drill holes created as part of the Project would not exceed 410.
The Project would involve the creation of drill pads and sumps, to facilitate exploration drilling
activities. A drill pad is an area of land that has been levelled to facilitate exploration drilling
activities, while a sump is a pit or reservoir that is used as a drain, or holding point, for liquid.
In terms of machinery, the Applicant advises it would use a truck‐mounted drill rig, such as a
‘Schramm 650’ (or equivalent) (Figure 5), to conduct the AC and RC drilling and a ‘KWL 1600’ (or
equivalent) unit for diamond core drilling. A multipurpose equivalent rig, if available, may also
be used by the Applicant to conduct RC and diamond drilling.
Aircore drilling
The Applicant advises that AC drilling is a method that typically uses a 115 mm bladed
tungsten drill bit to bore holes into unconsolidated ground. Compressed air is then blown
down the hole to assist the retrieval of drill cuttings from the bottom of the hole. The
Applicant advises that AC is best suited to unconsolidated ground as hard rock limits the drill
bits cutting ability. The Applicant has provided the following information about its proposed
AC drilling activities:


number of drill holes: will range between 20 and 70



depth of drill holes: will range between 60 m and 150 m per hole



average size of each drill pad: 625 m2 (approximately 30 x 20 m)



total number of sites requiring drill pad excavation: 30



average volume of material to be excavated: 25 m3.

Reverse circulation drilling
The Applicant advises that RC drilling is a method of drilling that uses a compressed‐air
(pneumatic) hammer typically attached to a 140 mm tungsten steel drill bit to break rock into
chips or drill ‘cuttings’. The drill cuttings are then transported back to the surface in a
continuous steady flow using air pressure. The Applicant has provided the following
information about its proposed RC drilling activities:


number of drill holes: will range between 60 ‐ 300



depth of drill holes: will range between 100 m and 350 m per hole



number of sumps required at each drill site: between 1 and 2 sumps will be
required at each drill site (most likely 1)



size of sumps: sump sizes will range between 10 m3 ‐ 15 m3



average size of each drill pad: 625 m2 (approximately 30 m x 20 m)
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number of drill sites likely requiring pad excavation: are 50 ‐ 100



volume of material to be excavated: between 10 m3 and 90 m3.

Diamond core drilling
The Applicant advises that diamond core drilling produces lengths of solid rock known as
‘cores’ in which the structure and fabric of the subsurface rock is maintained. Core sampling
is beneficial for observing rock and structural composition. The term diamond core drilling is
a reference to the small, industrial‐grade diamonds that are used to create the diamond drill
bit. The diamond bit is attached to a drill rod allowing greater depths to be drilled, as needed.
The likely drill core size employed in this program will be approximately 96 mm in diameter.
The Applicant has provided the following information about its proposed diamond core
drilling activities:


number of drill holes: will range between 10 ‐ 300 holes



depth of drill holes: will range between 150 m ‐ 600 m per hole



number of sumps required at each drill site: 2



size of sumps: will range between 10 m3 ‐ 15 m3



average size of each drill pad: 625 m2 (approximately 30 m x 20 m)



number of drill sites requiring pad excavation: 35 – 70.



volume of material to be excavated: between 10 m3 and 90 m3.
Figure 5 – Truck‐mounted AC/RC rig (courtesy of the Applicant)
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Figure 6 ‐ Example of two prepared drill pads and access tracks (courtesy of the Applicant)

Creation and use of drill pads, sumps and access tracks
The Applicant advises that the construction of access tracks, drill pads, sumps and other
associated excavations would be undertaken in such a way as to avoid interference with natural
drainage.
Creation of drill pads
As shown above (Figure 6) the Applicant proposes to prepare drill pads within the Application
Areas. Where possible, it would adjust its planned drilling locations in order to construct drill
pads on flat terrain and in areas with minimal or no vegetation. The Applicant has advised that it
would avoid trees and rocky outcrops in the construction of drill pads. The Applicant also
advises that, where possible, only the minimum area necessary to create drill pads would be
cleared and levelled.
The Applicant advises that drill pad locations would be adjusted, where practical, to reduce cut
and fill requirements. The Applicant advises that RC and diamond drill holes generally require
separate drill pads. However, there is some potential for the utilisation of the same drill pad for
multiple drilling methods, in certain circumstances.
Where drill pad construction is required on sloping terrain, it would be designed with sufficient
drainage to minimise and/or prevent erosion. The Applicant advises that all liquids (including
groundwater) would be contained within the drill pad area through the construction and
utilisation of sumps or bunding (retaining walls). If liquids could not be contained within the drill
pad area using the above strategies, drilling would cease at that specific hole.
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Use of existing access tracks and the creation of new access tracks
Where possible, the Applicant proposes to use existing tracks and fence line boundaries rather
than creating new tracks. Where new access tracks would be required, these would originate
from existing tracks, and ground disturbance would be kept to a minimum. Any new tracks
would not exceed a maximum width of 3 m.
Movement along existing tracks would be minimised should inclement weather be encountered,
and the Applicant would apply erosion control structures on slopes, if required. If any
maintenance works were required, the Applicant would maintain the footprint of existing tracks.
Construction of sumps
The Applicant advises that a loader (heavy machine) will typically be used to construct sumps.
The size and location of each sump would be determined based on the amount of liquid that
may be generated by the Applicant’s proposed activities.
The construction of a sump would require the removal of topsoil and subsoil. The former would
be stored separately (stockpiled), so that it could be used later for rehabilitation purposes while
the latter would be used as bunding around the sump edge. If necessary, sumps would utilise
additional bunding or contouring (embankments at intervals across the slope of the land) within
the area of the drill pad. They would be lined with a plastic sheeting, if necessary, to prevent
leakage. This material would be removed and disposed at a suitable waste facility, at the point
of rehabilitation.
Geophysical surveys
Gravity surveys
The Applicant also proposes to conduct gravity surveys to better understand rock density
properties within the Application Areas. Gravity surveys are a method of measuring the
properties of sub‐surface materials, including mineral‐bearing deposits, beneath the earth’s
surface. Modelling the density of the rock allows structural and physical characteristics to be
mapped, which may assist the Applicant to determine exploration drill targets.
The Applicant advises in respect of the gravity surveys that:


the work would involve 50 m spaced gravity stations along lines spaced 100 m
apart, for a total of up to 500 station readings across the Application Areas



equipment would be transported across the Application Areas using existing
access tracks in a 4WD vehicle. Survey lines would be accessed on foot carrying
the gravimeter to each station



at the gravity observation sites, the Applicant would take a non‐invasive, non‐
ground disturbing measurement of the gravity field by placing a gravimeter on the
ground’s surface for approximately 5 minutes.

Induced polarisation surveys
The Applicant also proposes to conduct on‐ground and downhole induced polarisation (IP)
geophysical surveys. IP geophysical surveys assess the conductivity and resistivity of subsurface
materials by measuring electrical signals. Standard IP surveys require shallow holes to be dug by
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hand or by auger drilling methods, to a depth of 0.5 m and approximately 10 cm wide. Emitters
and receivers are then placed in the hole to measure the current response omitted from the
subsurface rocks. The responses are then translated into images that can assist the Applicant to
target optimal drill locations. Downhole IP surveys, on the other hand, use existing exploration
drill holes to obtain deeper and potentially more accurate measurements than standard on‐
ground surveys.
Electromagnetic surveys
The Applicant advises that it is proposes to undertake electromagnetic (EM) surveys of the
Application Areas. EM surveys create a visual image of sub‐surface materials using
electromagnetic waves. The Applicant advises that it may undertake EM surveys in three ways:
on‐ground; via existing drill holes or via airborne means. The Applicant advises that EM surveys
are one of the most commonly used, and least invasive, methods of mineral exploration.
Seismic surveys
The Applicant proposes to conduct on‐ground seismic geophysical surveys. The Applicant
advises that seismic geophysical surveys use vibrations, or seismic waves, to measure sub‐
surface rock densities. Vibrations are created using a hammer or ‘bash plate’. Measuring of the
seismic waves would allow the Applicant to produce subsurface imagery that could assist the
interpretation of sub‐surface rock formations and conditions.
Soil and rock chip sampling
The Applicant proposes to conduct soil geochemistry and rock chip sampling. Soil geochemistry
sampling involves using a handheld shovel to dig shallow vertical holes into the soil profile,
typically 50 cm deep. From the bottom of the hole, a 500 g soil sample is collected and sent to a
laboratory for testing. Once the sample has been collected, the hole is immediately backfilled.
The Applicant advises that such holes should be unrecognisable after the first rain.
Rock chip sampling involves taking a sample of exposed rock and sending it to a laboratory for
analysis. The sample provides information that helps geologists define rock types and to
determine whether the rock contains economically viable minerals.
Geological mapping
The Applicant proposes to undertake geological mapping within the Application Areas.
Geological mapping involves a geologist traversing an area of land and mapping the various rock
types and structures visible at the surface level. This assists with developing an understanding of
the basic geology, and geological relationships within the study areas.
Proposed rehabilitation measures
The Applicant has undertaken to carry out rehabilitation measures following key Project
activities.
The Applicant advises that in order to rehabilitate auger drill holes, the soil would be backfilled
to original ground surface level, using the drill cuttings from the hole, less the sample which was
collected. The Applicant advises that following a rain event, auger holes should become close to
undetectable.
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The Applicant proposed the following rehabilitation measures for AC, RC and Diamond pads and
tracks:


removing topsoil and subsoil and stockpiling them separately for re‐spreading on
completion of the drill program



stockpiling cleared vegetation for vegetative restoration, which will be re‐spread and
layered on the site to assist regeneration, limit erosion and encourage re‐seeding



ensuring all drill cuttings are disposed of downhole, or into an excavated sump



once dry of excess moisture, ensuring excavations (including sumps) are filled with sub‐
soil then topsoil, as well as previously cleared vegetation



constructing access tracks in a manner that minimises removal of vegetation, whilst still
retaining rootstock, topsoil and seeds to encourage regeneration where possible



conducting shallow scarification or back grading in areas of heavy compaction or rutting
to loosen the soil and assist regeneration



restoring the original surface contour of the excavated area



all rubbish and any contaminated materials (including soil) would be removed and
disposed of at an approved waste facility.

The Applicant advises it will rehabilitate some of the legacy mine workings within the
Application Areas that were conducted during the 1960s, but that were never rehabilitated.
Supporting activities
The Applicant advises that additional activities may be necessary to carry out the Project. These
include:


collection of samples using a 4WD, trailer or truck



stakeholder visits, including Aboriginal stakeholder groups



visits and inspections by regulatory authorities or government agencies



visits and inspections by invited experts



installation of temporary fencing and safety bunting



installation of safety, traffic control and warning signage



temporary equipment parked in laydown areas



use of supporting infrastructure, such as lighting towers.

Water access
The Applicant advises that its proposed mineral exploration activities would require the use of
water for diamond core drilling and dust suppression activities. Water would be sourced via the
landowner’s existing water supply infrastructure, and transported to the necessary drill pad via
truck.
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SCOPE OF AUTHORISATIONS SOUGHT
The Applicant has requested that the authorisations, if granted, extend to:


itself – Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd



Taruga Minerals Limited (parent company)



permitted assigns: that is, those persons to whom the Applicant transfers or assigns the
whole or part of its interests in the relevant Mining Act EL, subject to the relevant
licence terms and regulatory approvals



staff; that is, the directors, employees, servants and agents of the Applicant, or those of
any permitted assigns from time to time



contractors; that is, any contractor or subcontractor engaged by, or through, the
Applicant or any permitted assigns from time to time, where in each case those people
or bodies are carrying out Project activities.

The Applicant has requested that the authorisation, if granted, extend to all regulated activities
that it or any permitted assigns are entitled to undertake within the Application Areas, subject
to relevant EL terms and regulatory approvals.
The Applicant seeks the authorisations, if granted, to continue in force and effect for as long as
the Applicant or any permitted assigns hold a valid EL in respect of the Application Areas.

PROGRAM FOR ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AND REHABILITATION (E‐PEPR)
On 16 September 2020, the Applicant’s E‐PEPR for the Project was approved by the Department
for Energy and Mining, in accordance with the Mining Act. A copy of the E‐PEPR may be
obtained by calling the Applicant on (08) 9486 4036, or by emailing
admin@tarugaminerals.com.au.

KNOWN ABORIGINAL HERITAGE WITHIN THE APPLICATION AREAS
AAR’s central archives contain records for six Aboriginal sites within the Application Areas. In
addition, AAR holds records for two other Aboriginal sites, which are not yet listed on the
central archives (see Table 1). These eight sites are of significance to Aboriginal archaeology,
history, anthropology or tradition. While none of these sites have yet been determined under
section 12 of the Act, this is not unusual, and all Aboriginal sites are equally protected by the
Act.
Six of the eight sites were recorded by AAR heritage staff during a March 2021 heritage
assessment with VYAC. One of the two remaining sites is an archaeological site recorded in 2020
by Mr Fraser Vickery, a consultant ecologist and archaeologist engaged by the Applicant. The
remaining site, which contains multiple heritage elements, was recorded in 2000. Site cards for
these two sites are currently undergoing a review by AAR heritage officers, to assess whether it
can be accessioned on the central archives.
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Table 1 Aboriginal sites recorded on the central archives within the Application Area.
Map number

Site number

Site status

Site type

Site name

Year recorded

1

6534

8166

Reported

Archaeological

WSAS1 – Warrakimbo
Archaeological Site 1

2021

2

6534

8165

Reported

Archaeological

WSAS2 – Warrakimbo
Archaeological Site 2

2021

3

6534

8164

Reported

Archaeological

WSAS3 – Warrakimbo
Archaeological Site 3

2021

4

6534

8163

Reported

Archaeological

WSAS4 – Warrakimbo
Archaeological Site 4

2021

5

6534

8162

Reported

Archaeological

WSAS5 – Warrakimbo
Archaeological Site 5

2021

6

6534

8161

Reported

Cultural/
archaeological/
quarry

RESTRICTED (WOMEN)

2021

7

Pending

Pending

Pending

Archaeological

Pending

2020

8

Pending

Pending

Pending

Multiple

Pending

2000

Maps showing the general location of the eight known sites within the Application Areas are
provided below at Figure 7 and Figure 8 and in Attachments 2 and 3. AAR notes that information
regarding one of the eight known Aboriginal sites (6534‐8161) is restricted according to
Aboriginal tradition. As such, its location is obscured on the map at Figure 7 and Attachment 2.
As the central archives are a non‐exhaustive record of Aboriginal heritage across the state, the
Application Areas may also contain other heritage for which AAR does not hold records.
A summary of key heritage surveys carried out within the Application Areas between October
2020 and March 2021 is provided below.
Fraser Vickery survey ‐ October 2020
In October 2020, the Applicant engaged Mr Vickery to conduct a two‐day Aboriginal heritage
survey within the Application Areas.
The primary focus of the Aboriginal heritage survey was to assess a proposed drilling program,
including access tracks and drill pads. The survey did not identify any Aboriginal sites within the
Application Areas. The report recommended that the Applicant:
1. avoid drainage lines, creeks, claypans, sand dunes
2. avoid hilltops
3. use existing tracks and/or use of one single track for access
4. comply with Aboriginal heritage discovery planning and risk management principles,
based on AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols.
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Fraser Vickery survey ‐ December 2020
In December 2020, the Applicant engaged Mr Vickery to undertake a second heritage survey of
the Application Areas. VYAC representatives and Scribe Cultural Resource Management (Scribe)
‐ VYAC’s heritage consultant ‐ were also present.
This second heritage survey assessed proposed exploration access tracks and drill pads within
the Application Areas. The survey identified three Aboriginal heritage sites within the Jenkins
Project Area. These comprised one archaeological site, one asserted women’s cultural site and
an asserted site of historical significance. Of these, AAR has received a site card relating to the
archaeological site, which is pending review by AAR officers to consider whether it can be
accessioned into the central archives.
Mr Vickery’s second survey report recommended that the Applicant avoid all three of the
identified Aboriginal heritage sites, and advised that the Applicant could proceed with the
proposed mineral exploration activities, subject to the four recommendations in the October
2020 survey report.
Scribe survey ‐ December 2020
In December 2020, Scribe was engaged by VYAC to undertake a heritage survey within the
Application Areas. Scribe’s report concluded that the entirety of the Application Areas are of
considerable cultural value to both Kuyani and Adnyamathanha people of the Flinders Ranges.
Scribe’s report identified three areas of historical and contemporary significance that
encompass the Application Areas. These areas are reported to be connected with Kuyani
history, frontier violence, hunting activities, cultural education and ceremonies.
Scribe’s report identified five distinct areas of cultural importance, or ‘cultural landscapes’,
within the Application Areas. According to the report, these five sites encompass and extend
beyond the Application Areas.
The Scribe survey also identified one ‘surface archaeological signature’ within the Woolshed
Project Area, and three ‘distinct archaeological signatures’ within the Jenkins Project Area. In
relation to these, Scribe advised AAR that they were preliminary results only, and that further
detailed assessments of the archaeological nature, extent and significance of these features is
required.
VYAC’s recommendations included within the Scribe report include, among other things:


that all proposed access tracks be assessed for their archaeological value



that VYAC is involved in future work associated with the Project



that on‐ground crews participate in cultural heritage awareness training.

AAR has not yet received site records for the asserted Aboriginal sites listed in the Scribe report.
Nonetheless, all Aboriginal sites are protected under the Act, whether reported to AAR or not.
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AAR Aboriginal heritage survey and inspection ‐ March 2021
At the request of VYAC, AAR undertook a three‐day site condition assessment of EL 6362,
including parts of the Application Areas. Table 1 lists the six Aboriginal sites recorded during this
heritage survey.
For detailed information about Aboriginal heritage within the Application Areas, Traditional
Owners and other interested Aboriginal people and organisations may contact AAR.
Figure 7 ‐ Map showing the Jenkins Project Area in relation to Aboriginal sites ‐ included at Attachment 2
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Figure 8 ‐ Map showing the Woolshed Project Area in relation to Aboriginal sites ‐ provided at Attachment 3
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PROPOSED MANAGEMENT OF ABORIGINAL HERITAGE
The Applicant proposes to implement measures to avoid impact to Aboriginal heritage within
the Application Areas. See below for further details.
Avoidance/managing known Aboriginal heritage within the Application Areas
To minimise the potential impacts to Aboriginal heritage during the Project, the Applicant
proposes to implement the following measures:
1. request AAR to deliver a legislative awareness session to the Applicant’s management
team for the Project
2. ensure Aboriginal cultural awareness training is a compulsory part of staff inductions
3. conduct drilling with minimal ground disturbance using low environmental impact
methods, within the constraints of an approved E‐PEPR
4. conduct a detailed review of all the public consultation submissions received from
consultees during AAR’s section 13 consultation process
5. inspect potential drill sites for evidence of Aboriginal objects, prior to the
commencement of any works
6. take necessary measures to avoid impacts to reported Aboriginal heritage, including
relocating planned drill holes, wherever possible
7. if avoidance of heritage at a given location cannot be guaranteed, based on the available
information and the activity being an essential Project component, a qualified
archaeologist/anthropologist will be engaged to assist in the development of a tailored
strategy to minimise any potential impact. This will be based on the outcomes of the
Applicant’s review of all the public consultation submissions received during AAR’s
section 13 consultation process
8. develop additional heritage management protocols as necessary to address any other
specific requirements of the authorisation, if granted. These protocols will be applied for
the duration of the Project and will form part of the induction package for all staff and
contractors
9. in the event that any Aboriginal heritage is discovered during the Project, comply with
AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols.
AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols
The Applicant has committed to adhering to AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols
(Attachment 4), if approved to the Project. These protocols provide for the management and
reporting of Aboriginal heritage discoveries, and ensure that the discovery of Aboriginal
ancestral remains is dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the Coroners Act 2003
(SA). If the authorisations sought by the Applicant are granted by the Premier, AAR will
recommend that compliance with these protocols is a condition of those authorisations.
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ABORIGINAL ENGAGEMENT
Current employment and economic opportunities
The Applicant advises that it is committed to providing employment, training and business
development opportunities to the local Aboriginal community. The Applicant advises its initial
target for Aboriginal employment rate is 20%, and that this target is currently exceeded with the
current field team having a 25% local Aboriginal (Adnyamathanha) representation.
The Applicant advises that it has co‐funded a local heritage consultant position, which is being
undertaken by an Adnyamathanha community member. The purpose of the position is to
collaboratively manage Adnyamathanha cultural heritage matters within Adnyamathanha
Traditional Lands Association (Aboriginal Corporation) RNTBC’s native title area.
The Applicant advises it is working in association with the Far North Aboriginal Economic
Collective (FNAEC), which assists Aboriginal people and communities by supporting social and
economic development in the far north of South Australia. A FNAEC member and 100%
Aboriginal owned local business, OMS, has provided contractors and equipment to the Applicant
since October 2020.
The Applicant is actively working with Bookabee Australia to provide Aboriginal cultural
awareness training to its non‐Aboriginal staff members.
The Applicant has recently been awarded a $25,000 grant for Aboriginal training and
employment on its exploration projects near Hawker, South Australia, as part of a state
government co‐funding program, the Accelerated Discovery Initiative. The Applicant advises that
it is on course to significantly exceed this spend over the next 12 months.
Anticipated employment and economic opportunities
The Applicant advises that, if authorised under the Act, it would continue to work with local
Aboriginal businesses and endeavour to also provide commercial support for these businesses,
especially in the event of an economic discovery and potential future mining production.
If this occurred, the Applicant asserts that significant local residential employment and local
economic stimulus could be generated.

SECTION 13 CONSULTATION
Prior to considering whether to grant any authorisations under the Act, section 13 requires the
Premier to take all reasonable steps to consult with the Committee, Traditional Owners and any
other Aboriginal parties that he thinks may have an interest in the matter.
Invitation for submissions from interested Aboriginal parties
Verbal and written submissions are now invited from all interested Aboriginal parties.
Consultees may make a submission to AAR in person, by phone, by letter or by email. Anyone in
receipt of this consultation information pack is encouraged to share it with other interested
Aboriginal parties. Electronic copies are available online at: dpc.sa.gov.au/heritage‐applications.
Following requests for an extension, AAR has decided to extend the consultation period until
Friday 10 December 2021.
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AAR will endeavour to contact key Traditional Owners and Aboriginal parties with a known
interest in the Application Areas prior to the closure of the consultation period. If you do not
receive a phone call, or wish to learn more about the Project and/or lodge a submission, please
call AAR on (08) 8226 8900, or write to:
Mr Alex van Wessem
Principal Project Officer (Heritage)
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
GPO Box 2343
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Email: DPC‐AAR.CIR@sa.gov.au
When making a submission, consultees should consider and provide responses to the following
key questions:
1. Should the authorisations sought be granted to the Applicant? Why or why not?
2. If the authorisations are granted, what conditions, if any, should be placed on them?
3. Are there any other matters that the Premier should be aware of when considering the
application?
Unless otherwise requested, consultees submissions will be forwarded to the Applicant for
comment.
Once the public consultation period has closed, submissions and the Applicant’s comments
about them will be forwarded to the Committee. The Committee’s own views about the
Project will then be sought. AAR will collate consultee submissions, the Applicant’s responses
to them, the Committee’s advice, and its own recommendations to the Premier within a single
brief to assist him to make a final decision about the application.
AAR is available to answer questions or provide further information about the Project at any
time before the consultation period closes.

ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE PROVIDED BY FRIDAY 10 DECEMBER 2021.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this consultation information pack. If you are an
interested Aboriginal party, AAR strongly encourages you to make a submission before the
closing date.
Attachments:
Attachment 1: Map of the Application Areas
Attachment 2: Application Area map - Jenkins Project Area
Attachment 3: Application Area map - Woolshed Project Area
Attachment 4: AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols
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Attachment 1 - Map of the Application Areas

Section 21 and 23 Application Areas - Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd - Flinders Project
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Produced by:

Heritage Information Team
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR)

Data Source:

Roads / Topographic / Parcel ID - LocSA
Aerial imagery - DEW
Heritage Sites - AAR

Projection:
Datum:
Job No:
Compiled:

Lambert Conformal Conic
Geocentric Datum of Australia 2020
2021094_0
3/08/2021

The information and data are provided herein as an information
resource only. Some data is supplied by third parties and whilst
all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this
information, Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) is not able to
warrant the accuracy of this information and accepts no responsibility
for the loss, injury or any other liability incurred by any person that
arises as a result of the use of this information by any person or
organisation.
This map is for the use of the recipient only and is not to be
reproduced or distributed without prior approval from AAR.

Attachment 2: Application Area map - Jenkins Project Area
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Section 21 and 23 Application Area - Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd - Flinders Project
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Geocentric Datum of Australia 2020
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The information and data are provided herein as an information
resource only. Some data is supplied by third parties and whilst
all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this
information, Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) is not able to
warrant the accuracy of this information and accepts no responsibility
for the loss, injury or any other liability incurred by any person that
arises as a result of the use of this information by any person or
organisation.
This map is for the use of the recipient only and is not to be
reproduced or distributed without prior approval from AAR.

Attachment 3: Application Area map - Woolshed Project Area
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The information and data are provided herein as an information
resource only. Some data is supplied by third parties and whilst
all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this
information, Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) is not able to
warrant the accuracy of this information and accepts no responsibility
for the loss, injury or any other liability incurred by any person that
arises as a result of the use of this information by any person or
organisation.
This map is for the use of the recipient only and is not to be
reproduced or distributed without prior approval from AAR.

Attachment 4 - AAR's Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
For proponents holding a section 23 Authorisation
Dealing with the discovery of skeletal remains

It is recommended that prior to beginning work, proponents undertaking ground disturbing works in
high risk areas negotiate with the Aboriginal groups and an archaeologist a plan for managing the
discovery of skeletal remains.

Discovery of skeletal remains
STOP works in immediate area
Redirect works away from remains to avoid further impact

Contact SA Police Tel 131 444
The immediate area will be under the control of the
SA Police until further notice
SA Police Investigation
Pursuant to the Coroners Act 2003, SA Police and Forensics SA will
determine if the remains are human
If human, whether the remains are a crime scene or ancestral.

Non-human: (e.g. animal): area
reverts to proponent’s responsibility
and works can resume

Ancestral remains: area reverts to
proponent’s responsibility. Works should
not resume but remain cordoned off

Crime
Crimescene:
scene:area
arearemains
remains
under
under the
the control
control of
of SA
SAPOL
Police

Proponent must notify their Aboriginal
Monitors or Archaeologists and ask them
to attend the site within the next 24 hours
Proponent should also notify AAR
Aboriginal Heritage Team
Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist attend
site to advise and manage any salvage or
excavation and removal to temporary
storage area. Negotiate timing, funding
and safe location for reburial
Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist submit site
card and reports for burial and reburial to
AAR Aboriginal Heritage Team
Proponent can resume works

Key
Proponent
SA Police
Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist

As part of project planning, proponents may allocate a secure on-site storage area for the temporary securing
of remains, pending reburial.

Attachment 4 - AAR's Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
For proponents holding a section 23 Authorisation
Dealing with the discovery of Aboriginal sites and objects
It is recommended that prior to beginning works, proponents undertaking ground disturbing works in
high risk areas negotiate with Aboriginal groups and an archaeologist a plan for managing the discovery
of any Aboriginal sites and/or objects.

Discovery of suspected
archaeological material

If the discovery is found to
include skeletal remains refer
immediately to Remains
Protocol

STOP all work in that location

Contact a suitably qualified Aboriginal monitor or archaeologist to assess the
archaeological material and advise on nature and significance

Aboriginal Site

Aboriginal Object/s

Monitor/archaeologist:
Recommendations to
proponent, i.e. salvage,
excavation, research

Proponent to leave artefact/s
in situ until monitor/
archaeologist can record, bag
and label finds

Proponent to decide
further action, based on
advice received and
scope of project

Monitor/archaeologist: Store
securely according to
previously agreed management
plan

Not Aboriginal Site or
Object/s

Proponent/archaeologist to report discovery to AAR

Proponent proceeds with works

Key
Proponent
Monitor/archaeologist

As part of project planning, proponents may allocate a secure on-site storage area for the temporary securing
of objects, pending repatriation.

